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Remove the plug (5/8" bolt) and gasket from the throttle stop using a 15/16" wrench. It is located at the end of the
block that has the Dedenbear logo.
Install the right angle quick disconnect fitting into the back of the brass air cylinder, and thread the locknut about half
way down the cylinder's threaded end. Screw the cylinder in to the now open hole in the throttle stop. Do not tighten
the locknut now, wait until the initial second stage throttle position has been set.
Mount the new solenoid to the bottom of the first stage solenoid pack bracket. Use the #8-32 screws and lock
washers to fasten the solenoid. Install the supplied quick disconnect fittings and plumb the solenoid per the diagram
on page 2. Splice in the supplied air line "Y"  between the bottle and the first stage solenoid for a CO2 supply.
Connect one of the solenoid wires to a good chassis ground (either one, the solenoid is not polarity sensitive),
connect the other wire to the output on your second throttle stop controller,18 gauge wire is sufficient. See page 3.
On early Dedenbear timers the "N.C." terminal is used, on Model TSC-2A   controllers, move the "output"
switches up to "ON-OFF-ON" mode, and if a Model SCC-1 or CC-1 microprocessor style unit is used change the
throttle stop output to "BASEPLATE STYLE".

From here on these instructions will refer to your first throttle stop controller (responsible for the first
stage/fully closed throttle position) "controller A"  and your second throttle stop controller (responsible for
the second stage/intermediate throttle position) "controller B" and their timers will be referenced as A1
(timer one in controller A) A2 (timer two in controller A) B1 (timer one in controller B) etc..

The disc stop's intermediate throttle position is adjusted by threading the brass air cylinder either in (clockwise) or
out (counter-clockwise). Threading in will increase the intermediate opening size (raising RPM while the second
stage is activated) and threading out will decrease the opening size (lowering RPM while the second stage is
activated). Make sure to tighten the locknut after adjustments.
For the initial adjustment of the intermediate throttle position and for insurance that all of the plumbing and wiring
have been done correctly it is recommended that the carburetor be removed so the action of the throttle stop can be
visually observed.
Set the intermediate throttle position (about 1/2 way between the closed and wide open position is a good place to
start) and lock down the jam nut.
Choose a throttle stop sequence (the most popular are listed on page 4) and program controllers A & B accordingly.
Cycle the throttle stop controllers by activating the transbrake and watch the discs carefully as they open and close
to ensure that the throttle positions, opening and closing rates, and the sequence of actions (wide open /
intermediate / closed / back to intermediate / back to wide open) are correct.
This is a good time to experiment with needle valve adjustments: open and close the valves while cycling the stop to
establish a nice smooth transition between opening and closing throttle positions. In general, the faster you can
open and close the stop without spinning the tires, the more consistent the car will run.
This is also the ideal time to experiment with changing controller A & B timers. Try changing on times, times
between stages (wide open, intermediate, and closed). Try changing the overall duration of the stop. This can get a
little confusing, but by watching how the discs respond to timer changes before the carb goes back on and you can
no longer see them, you will get a much better understanding of what is changing.
Once you feel the stop is set up correctly, bolt the carb back on & go racing. 
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Adjuster locknut

Adjustment hex

Remove hex bolt  plug
and install air cylinder.
Intermediate throttle

position is set by how far
the cylinder is threaded

in.  Clockwise (IN) opens
intermediate position

(more RPM while second
stage is activated) and

counter-clockwise closes
position (less RPM during

activation).

See page 2 for 
wiring diagrams.
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WIRING WITH COMMAND CENTER

WIRING WITH 2 SEPARATE CONTROLLERS

CC-3

FUSE 15 AMP

TO +12 VOLTS 
FROM MASTER SWITCH
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OUTPUT
+12 VOLTS
TRIGGER
GROUND

TSC-2A

OUTPUT
+12 VOLTS
TRIGGER
GROUND

TSC-2A

CONTROLLER "A"
Set output switches down to OFF-ON-OFF

CONTROLLER "B"
Set output switches up to ON-OFF-ON

FUSE 5 AMP

TO +12 VOLTS 
FROM MASTER SWITCH

TO TRANSBRAKE 
SOLENOID

NOTE: SET T.STOP "A" FOR "LINKAGE STYLE"
AND T.STOP "B" FOR "BASEPLATE STYLE"

TO A SOLID 
CHASSIS GROUND

TO A SOLID 
CHASSIS GROUND

NOTE: THERE ARE SEVERAL OTHER WIRING OPTIONS FOR DIFFERENT TIMERS AND
CONFIGURATIONS, IF YOU NEED A DIFFERENT DIAGRAM, CALL DEDENBEAR AT (866) 248-6357.
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OPERATION SCENARIO ONE
Scenario one is the most common way of setting up a dual stage throttle stop, opening and closing the stop progressively in both
directions. The car launches wide open, drops to the intermediate throttle position, then to the closed position. After the needed
timer duration (typically 1.5 to 2.5 sec. depending on how far the car runs under the index) the stop transitions from the closed, back
to the intermediate, then back to the wide open throttle position. This allows for a smooth transition both closing (to prevent chassis
unloading) and opening (to prevent tire spin). To accomplish this operation, Timer A1 is time from wide open launch to intermediate
change, B1 is time from launch to fully closed change, B2 time changes from closed back to intermediate, and A2 time changes
from intermediate back to wide open. See schematic below.
In this scenario E.T. changes are made by changing timer A2 only; adding time to slow E.T. and subtracting to add to E.T. 

OPERATION SCENARIO TWO

OPERATION SCENARIO THREE

Scenario two is similar to one, but progressively closes and opens the stop not once but twice. Try this once you have mastered
scenario one, as it becomes very complicated very quickly, but when done properly can add a new advantage to your program by
allowing you to fake a "dump" near the end of the pass by cycling the stop again and having your car drop off several MPH just
before the traps.
E.T. changes are made the same as scenario one, by changing timer A2 only.

WIDE OPEN
INTERMEDIATE

CLOSED

STAGE LAUNCH FINISH

A1   B1 B2               A2

TYPICAL TIMER SETTINGS

A3   B3 B4  A4

A1 = 0.10 to 0.30
B1 = 0.60 to 1.00
B2 = 1.00 to 1.50
A2 = 2.00 to 2.50

A3 = 7.50 to 7.75
B3 = 7.75 to 8.00
B4 = 8.00 to 8.25
A4 = 8.25 to 8.50

Top end "dump" based on an
8.90 car, adjust to your E.T.

accordingly.

WIDE OPEN
INTERMEDIATE

CLOSED

STAGE LAUNCH FINISH

A1   B1 B2               A2 E.T. changes are made by changing A2 timer.
(dotted line)

TYPICAL TIMER SETTINGS

Scenario three simply demonstrates a different approach to adjusting the timing of the stop to change your E.T. by choosing a "split
time" between the intermediate and wide open positions on the opening, and changing both timer B2 and A2 together to change the
duration. For example, with a 0.5 split time, if B2 was set at 2.00 sec. A2 would be set at 2.50 sec. If you needed to slow the car
down by adding to the stop's duration, you would add the same time to both timers maintaining the split time, i.e. B2 from 2.00 to
2.25 and A2 from 2.50 to 2.75.
This scenario also demonstrates how to adjust the timers so the stop closes nonprogressively (no intermediate position) so the car
comes down off the line "hard". This allows the car to slow down quicker, potentially shortening the amount of time the stop needs to
be on to obtain the desired E.T.
Either one of these practices may be applied to the scenarios 1 & 2. Be creative, the potential options for the disc stop are unlimited.
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By setting both A1 & B1 for the 
same time (i.e. A1=0.20, B1=0.20)
the discs will go from wide open
directly to fully closed bypassing

the intermediate stage.

E.T. changes are made by changing both B2 & A2
together maintaining a "split time"

(dotted line)

A1 = 0.10 to 0.30
B1 = 0.60 to 1.00
B2 = 1.00 to 1.50
A2 = 2.00 to 2.50

A3 = 10.00
B3 = 10.00
B4 = 10.00
A4 = 10.00

To keep the throttle stop
from cycling twice, timers A3
& A4 must match, and B3 &

B4 must match.
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